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Press Release 11/3/15

Exhibition announcement of
Lucienne Smagala on April 16, 2015

Lucienne Smagala presents 
“Colors of France” a collection of oil paintings

at «Peter’s Gallery» from April 16-30, 2015

About the exhibition:

In "Colors of France" Lucienne Smagala focuses on the exchange of emotions with 
the viewer. For her, emotions are one of the most important dimensions for people.
Flowers and landscapes where chosen as subject focus for the exhibition at Peters 
Gallery’s as ways of carrying emotions…
The artist is looking through her artistic work, the colors of emotions, their dynamics, 
which calm the morning and the nightly emotional states.

The artist uses oil painting and digital printing technics on canvas as her main 
technique.
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The exhibition works will be displayed at the Peter’s Gallery art space, in 
Limassol (31 Ioanni Polemi street, opposite the Peter & Paul church) from 
Thursday, April 16 until Thursday, April 30, 2015 
(10.00 a.m. - 1.00 p.m., 4.00 p.m. - 6.30 p.m.).

The exhibition works are posted on the gallery website; 
www.petersgallery.com.cy

SHORT BIOGRAPHY:

LUCIENNE SMAGALA (FR)

Born in Stargard in Poland
Education:  Studio of easel painting Evelyne Widmaier in Mulhouse / France
Professional activity: own studio of painting, oil painting, fiber art
Member of the Polish Artists Association / Poland, member of  A-ART Projekt, Mulhouse, 
Maison des Artistes, Paris / France.
Participant of about 70->80 solo and group exhibitions in France, Poland, Switzerland, 
Germany, Japan, Sweden, Vietnam, Senegal, Holland, China, Luxemburg and Ukraine.
Selected prizes: Prix d’Honneur Salon du Blanc, Tokyo, Japan, 2005
Works in the collections of: Central Museum of Textiles, Łódź, Museum the City of Gdynia, 
Gdynia / Poland and private collections in France and abroad.
Lives and works in Zillisheim, France.

www.smagala.org
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Information:

Managing Director
Petros Michaelides | info@petersgallery.com.cy | 99 679 242
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